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Let R be a local Dedekind domain with quotient field K and let ,4 be a R-order 
in a separable K-algebra A. This paper considers those orders n that are Gorenstein 
and that can be written as pullback of R-torsionfree n-modules. If the algebra A 
has nontrivial central idempotents, then we give a characterization for Gorenstein 
orders. Further, if R is complete and A is a local order with finite representation 
type such that every uniform R-torsionfree n-module is tame, then the pullback 
structure of a Gorenstein order can also be explicitly described. 0 1990 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a local Dedekind domain with quotient field K and /i a module 
finite R-order in a separable, finite-dimensional K-algebra A. A A-lattice is 
a finitely generated, R-torsionfree n-module. An order n is Gwenstein if 
(,,A)* = Hom,(,/i, R) is projective as a right /i-module. This paper looks 
at the following questions: Which R-orders are Gorenstein and what is 
their structure? 
The Gorenstein property has been investigated for some time and Bass 
provides an early short history of Gorenstein rings in the introduction of 
[B]. The initial pioneers appear to be Apery, Bass, Gorenstein, Grothen- 
dieck, Samuel, and Serre. Initially motivated by geometric examples (e.g., 
coordinate rings of affine curves whose only singularities are double 
points), Gorenstein rings also are abundant in integral representation 
theory since every integral group ring of a finite group is Gorenstein 
[C-Rl, 10.291. The ubiquitous paper [B] also gave rise to (what was later 
called) Bass rings. An order ,4 is Bass if every overorder is Gorenstein. 
Drozd, Kiricenko, and Roiter completely classify Bass orders in [D-K-R]. 
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More recently, Kleinert [K] has proven that an integral group ring for a 
finite group is Bass if and only if the group is cyclic of squarefree order. 
This paper attacks the problem of classifying the pullback structure of 
Gorenstein orders from two different directions both using the same 
machinery. The main tool is a theorem we prove in Section 1 that states the 
dual of a pullback is again a pullback. 
For the first line of attack, we assume, in Section 2, the algebra A has at 
least one nontrivial central idempotent. In this case, the order /i has a ring 
pullback structure (see Definition 1.1) and so Theorem 2.3 gives a complete 
description of those orders that are Gorenstein. 
When the algebra A is a complete matrix ring over a skewlield, the order 
n doesn’t have a ring pullback structure (as in Definition 1.1) but the right 
n-lattice /i,, can be viewed as a module pullback. Under this set-up, the 
Gorenstein orders are more difficult todescribe so we restrict our attention 
to a special class. 
We’ll say that /i is local provided A/rad ,4 is a division ring; in that case, 
the Gorenstein property is equivalent o the condition (n /1)* z A,,. 
An order has finite representation type (FRT) if there are finitely many 
non-isomorphic indecomposable n-lattices. Furthermore, we’ll say the 
order A has the tame uniform property provided every uniform lattice is 
tame (i.e., the endomorphism ring is maximal). The second line of attack 
on Gorenstein orders is to analyze and describe the structure of all local 
Gorenstein orders with FRT and the tame uniform property. To do this, 
we show, in Section 3, new characterizations of local Gorenstein orders 
through the use of pullbacks of the regular modules ,,/i and /i,,. 
Bilinear forms are used in Section 4 to characterize local Gorenstein 
orders in a similar manner as they are used to characterize Frobenius 
algebras. We also introduce the notion of a symmetric Gorenstein order. 
Finally, the last section is devoted to examples of Gorenstein orders. 
1. SOME HOMOLOGICAL ARGUMENTS 
In the main theorem (Theorem 1.3) of this section, we show that the dual 
of a pullback is again a pullback. This will enable us to describe, in 
Sections 3 and 4, those orders which are Gorenstein. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Suppose that M,, M,, and J? are rings (or modules 
over some ring r) and that there exist ring (or module) surjections 
fi:Mi-++ii;i. Set 
M= {(XI,X*)EM10MZ:fi(X,)=fi(X2)); 
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M - M, 
1 1 
Ji 
f2 - 
M,- M 
A4 is called the pullback of M, and M, by maps fi and f2 and is denoted 
by 
M=pbk(M, -++ I@ cc M,). 
It is clear that ii4 is a ring if the fi are ring maps and A4 is a r-module if 
the fi are r-homomorphisms. 
We shall also require for the orders we’ll be considering, that M, and M, 
be r-lattices. 
The proof of the next result is quite standard but can also be found in 
[H-S]. 
1.2. LEMMA. The commutative square 
is a pullback diagram if and only if the sequence 
is exact. 
The crux of this section, and so this paper, is the following theorem 
concerning the dual of a pullback. Let R be a local PID with quotient 
field K and let ,4 be an R-order in a separable K-algebra A. 
1.3. THEOREM. Suppose M = pbk (M, -H W cc M2) is a A-lattice with 
surjections fi: M, -++ W where M,, M, are lattices and W is an artinian 
A-module. Then 
--a2 
M* z pbk(K: a, V - KT), 
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where 
(1) K,=kerfi 
(2) V= Ext,( IV, R) and 
(3) the maps ai: Ki* ++ V are the boundary maps in the long exact 
homological sequence induced from the short exact sequence 0 + Ki + Mi + 
w-0. 
Proof: Consider 2 short exact sequences describing M, 
O---M”‘~,~Mz~ w-o (1) 
C~IQI 
0- K,@K,------+ M- W- 0, (2) 
where rci are the projections of M onto Mi and 1, is the injection of K, 
into M. Dualizing with the (--)* = Hom,(--, R) functor, we obtain 
o- J/f: @M: n;q M*- Ext,(W,R)-0 (3) 
O----+ M*= K:@K:L Ext,(W, R)-0, (4) 
where a,+, is the boundary map from the long exact homology sequence. 
Set V=: Ext,( W, R). 
In a similar vein, we have the following short exact sequences for K, 
and K,: 
fi 
O----+K,-----+M,-W-O (5) 
f2 
O-K,------+ M,- W- 0. (6) 
Now dualizing, we get 
o-M:---+ KQ+ v-o (7) 
o-M:- K.jQ.L v- 0, (8) 
where 8; are the boundary maps from the long exact sequence. 
CLAIM. aM = [a, a,]; that is, aM(a*, b*) = a,(a*) + &(b*). 
Proof We’ll view Ext,( W, R) as the group of extensions of W by R. 
With that in mind, let (a*, b*)E KT@ KT so that aM(a*, b*) is the 
extension 
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0- KIQK, - M - W -0 (9) 
I 
[a*b*] Ic.w -1 
o- R - x, - w -0, (10) 
where X, is the pushout of the maps [a*6*] and [zIzz]. 
On the other hand, ~?~(a*) is the extension 
O-Jy 
(11) 
O- R 
yej;;j -O 
w -0, (12) 
where X, is the pushout of z1 and a *. Similarly, a,(b*) is the extension 
o-bT yef;j -O 
(13) 
0- R w -0. (14) 
To prove the claim, we must recall the addition in Ext,( W, R). Define 
A: W + W@ W as A(w) = (w, w) and form the commutative diagram 
O- R@R- 
I f 
* w -0 
d 
I 
0- R@R- X,QX,% WQ w------+ 0, 
where P is the pullback of A and v1 0 v2. Define 52: R@ R -++ R via 
Q(r, s) = r + s and form the commutative diagram 
O-RQJR-o[ - IV-0 (15) 
0- R - x, - w -0, (16) 
where X3 is the pushout of the maps Q and R 0 R -+ P. The extension (16) 
is defined to be aI + a,(b*). 
Observe that the module P in (15) can be identified as
P = pbk(X, ---L-b W&Xx,) 
because P is the pullback of A and v1 @ v2. Furthermore, the maps 
E, : M, + x, and E~:M~-+X~ induce the map sl 0~~: M, @ M2 ++ 
X, @ X2 which in turn induces a map E: M -+ P via c(m,, mz) = 
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(burns, E2m2). (To see that E is well-defined, note that if (m,, m,)EM, then 
fiml = fim, and so using the commutative diagrams of (11) through (14) 
f,m,=v,&,m,=vZEZm2=f2mz and so (E,m,,c,m,)EP.) 
Consider the following diagram: 
O-R 
It is tedious but straightforward to check that the above diagram 
commutes. Note that, as maps, [a*b*] = D 0 (a*@b*) and for 
(x,y)~Ki@K,, s(x,y)=(e,x,~,y) while (a*@b*)(x,y)=(a*x,b*y). 
But a*x = E,X and b*y =s2y (ignoring the inclusion maps) so that 
E(X, y) = (a* @6*)(x, y). Finally, if (m,, m2) E A4 then E(ml, m2) = 
(Elm,, tz2m2). But fiml = fim, so vlE,m, = f,m, = fim,= v2E2m2 so E 
commutes appropriately. 
We wish to define cp: X, -+ X3 such that the induced map Cp: W-+ W is 
the identity making the diagram commute. Define rp’: MO R + P@ R as 
cp’(m, r) = (cm, r); that is, tp’= E@ 1. Now X, is the pushout so 
X, = M 0 R/IM where 
I,= {((w, IZY), -a*x-b*y)I(x, Y)EK,OK,}. 
Similarly, X, = P @ RJI, where 
Zp={((r,s), -r-s)I(r,s)ER@R}. 
We wish to show that ~‘(1,) c I,. Note that 
cp'(((l,X, bYI, -Q*x-b*y))=(E(l,X, 'zy), -u*x-b*y) 
= ((qz1x, EZIZL(), -u*x-b*y). 
But using the commutativity of d,(a*) and a,(b*), we have a*x=s, rix 
and b*y = E2r2 y. Thus, 
cP’(((l~x, ‘zY), -a*=b*y))= ((a*~, b*y), -a*~-b*y)~~, 
or cp’(Z,) c I,. 
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As a result, cp’ induces a map cp: X, + X,. To check commutativity, 
notice 
cp((O, r) + I,) = cp’(O, r)+ 1, 
= (0, r) + I,. 
As a result we have the commutative diagram 
O------+R----+X,- w-o 
I I I 
I P =I 
O-R-----+X,- w -0. 
By the short 5 lemma, cp is an isomorphism and so the two short exact 
sequences are equivalent and hence their classes are equal in Ext,( W, R). 
This shows that aM(a*, b*) = [a, ~3~](a*, h*) which proves the claim. 1 
As a result of the claim, the exact sequence (4) now becomes 
O-M*~K:OK~*~EX~~(W,R)-O. (17) 
Furthermore, the maps 8, and az are epic maps since they are the 
boundary maps in sequences (7) and (8). By Lemma 1.2, 
1 
M* = pbk(K: 21 l’ a K;). 
If we set tli to be the projection maps from M* onto K;*, respectively, we 
get the commutative diagram 
M*---%+ K,* 
I I 
Finally, to show that ker ai= M,*, note that by (3), 
M* 
~:(M:)On:(M:) 
r v. 
Furthermore, the maps a, and a, are the same as the compositions 
M*+K:@K; --H K: 
and 
M*-+K:@K: + K:, 
respectively. On the other hand, ker a, = MT and ker a, = M$ by Eqs. (7) 
and (8). This proves the proposition. 1 
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Recently, C. Odenthal has generalized the above theorem using a more 
homological point of view. As this perspective contrasts with the above 
approach, we present this version as well. 
1.4. THEOREM (Odenthal). Let R be a ring with 1 and let, for 
i = 1,2, Ki, Yi, and W be R-modules with short exact sequences 
0~ K,& Y,& W-0, i= 1, 2. (1) 
Define X to be the pullback of the diagram 
x- Y, 
I I 
“2 
Y,- w. 
(All the maps are surjections.) Suppdie further that there is an R-module Z 
such that 
(1) Hom,( W, Z)=O 
(2) ExtR(Y,,Z)=Ofor i==l,2. 
Then, denoting Hom,(---, Z) by (---)*, X* is a pullback of the diagram 
?I 
x* - K: 
d 
I I 
aI 
K: - Ext,( W, 4, a2 
where the ai are the boundary maps of the long exact homology sequence 
obtained from (1). (All the maps are surjections.) 
proof: We have the commuting diagram 
0 0 
I 1 
O-K,& XI,Y,-0 
O-K,& Y, y2 w-o 
I I 
0 0 
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Set V= Ext( W, Z). Now use conditions (1) and (2) to obtain the following 
dual of the above diagram: 
0 
I 
0 
1 
I 
q; 0 +---K:- 
II O-Jd-K;z y: 
I I 
r: -0 
I 
0 
0 0 
It suffices to prove the following claim: 
CLAIM. (d,oq:)lx* = (8, oq:)lxe. 
We first show why the claim is sufficient. Ifthe claim holds, we have the 
commuting diagram 
0 0 
I I 
y: = r: 
4 o- r:- 
II 6 o-r:-----+ 
0 
I 
s: 
K: -0 
I 
81 
V -0 
0 
which implies that A’* is the desired pullback. 
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We now prove the claim. Let p E X *. We have the commutative diagram 
Q-K,& Y, ---Lw---+o 
I 
‘II 
1 II 
o- 
Y, - “2 
x - Y, @ Y2 - w-o 
I 
P 
I II 
E:O-Z- M -w-o, 
where M is the pushout. If a’ is the boundary map of the long exact homol- 
ogy sequence obtained from 
0+x+ Y,@Yz+ w+o, 
then we have 
=E 
= i?‘(p) E Ext( W, Z). 
Similar reasoning shows that (a,o~~)(~)=8’(~). This proves the claim as 
well as the theorem. 1 
2. THE RING PULLBACK STRUCTURE OF GORENSTEIN ORDERS 
In this section, we determine the pullback structure of Gorenstein orders 
when the maps of the pullback are ring surjections. This will occur 
precisely when A has at least 1 nontrivial central idempotent. Throughout 
this section, assume that A is an R-order inside a separable K-algebra A. 
We begin by recalling some basic facts about projective modules over an 
R-order; we’ll use some results attributed to Milnor [M] and which can be 
found in [C-R2]. 
Notation. Let A = pbk(A, --H A ++ AZ) where the maps in the 
pullback are ring surjections and the rings A I and A, are R-torsionfree. 
This can be put into the conventional Iibre product notation as 
(1) 
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If M is any A-lattice, then applying MO *, we automatically get a pullback 
description of M, 
M ZM,=M~A, 
lOl2 
I 
1 QRI 
I 
(2) 
M@A,=M,- IQ’* $j=M@/1. 
That is, M= pbk(M, -++ M cc- M2). 
The next theorem tells us when a lattice M is projective in terms of the 
pullback diagram (2) above. 
2.2. THEOREM (Milnor). Let A and M be as in 2.1 above. Then: 
(1) M is projective if and only if each Mj is a projective A,-module for 
i= 1, 2. 
(2) If M can also be written as ME pbk(N, --f, W ++ N2) where N, 
are Ai-lattices and W is a J-module, then there exist A-isomorphisms 
cpi: Nj -+ Mi and ~1: WWI M making the following diagram commute: 
N, ---++W-NNz 
- M, - M -M,. 
Conversely, if such a diagram exists, then 
Mz pbk(N, + W ++- N2). 
Proof. A thorough treatment of this can be found in [C-R2, 42.1 
through 42.111. 1 
We can now state and prove the main theorem of this section regarding 
Gorenstein orders. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let A = pbk(A, -++ I++- A,) where the maps in the 
pullback are ring surjections and Hi = ker(Ai -++ 1). Then A is Gorenstein if 
and only tf each Hi* is a projective A,-module for i = 1,2. 
Proof ( * ) If A is Gorenstein, then A* is a projective A-lattice. By 
Lemma 1.3, we can write A* as A* =pbk(H: ++ AE ce H;), where 
/TE = Ext,(J, R). But by Theorem 2.2, each H,+ is a projective A,-module. 
( t ) Again, by Lemma 1.3, we can write A* as 
A* =pbk(H: - A” cc H;). 
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But if each HT is projective A,-module, then A* is projective by 
Theorem 2.2. Hence A is Gorenstein. 1 
When we assume that the order A is local, we get a succinct charac- 
terization for Gorenstein orders, avoiding duals altogether. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let A be as in the hypothesis to the above theorem and 
assume that A is local. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) A is Gorenstein. 
(2) HF r A, for each i= 1,2. 
(3) Hi r Ai and Ai is Gorenstein for each i = 1, 2. 
Proof Since A is local, then so are A, and A,. As a result, by 
Theorem 2.3, HT is a projective A,-module if and only if H,? z Ai for 
i = I,2 and so (1) is equivalent to (2). 
(3) =z- (2). Since H, z A, and A* z Ai, then H,? g A,* E’ A, for each 
i= 1,2. 
(1) 3 (3). The ring homomorphic image of a Gorenstein ring is again 
a Gorenstein ring so each Ai is Gorenstein. By Theorem 2.3, Hr 2 Ai and 
so H,rH**rA*gA;. 1 
When A, is a local principal ideal ring (e.g., when A, is a maximal order 
in a division ring and R is complete), the Gorenstein condition given 
in Corollary 2.4 simplifies so that we need only check what happens 
within A 1. 
2.5. COROLLARY. Let A be as in Corollary 2.4 and assume that A2 is a 
(local) principal ideal ring. Then A is Gorenstein if and only if H, z A 1. 
Proof By Corollary 2.4 above, it suffices to show that H, z A,. But 
this holds since A, is a principal ideal ring. 1 
3. LOCAL GORENSTEIN ORDERS AND FINITE REPRESENTATION TYPE 
In this section, we consider local R-orders having module but not ring 
pullback structures. Let 2 denote the intersection of all maximal orders 
containing A, p,,(X) the minimal number of generators of the A-module X, 
and l(X) the composition length of a module with finite length. Let R be 
a complete local Dedekind domain. We restrict our attention to local 
orders having FRT and the tame uniform property. It turns out that these 
are precisely the local R-orders satisfying the following three properties! 
(a) Z? is hereditary, 
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(b) p,,(A)=/(A)=2 or 3, and 
(c) ,u,, rad i 6 1. 
( 0) 
See [D-K21 for the proof, or [H2] for a summary and discussion. 
Using the dual pullback machinery of Section 1, we show that local 
orders with FRT such that ~(2) = I(A) = 2 are always Gorenstein and so 
are Bass. See Theorem 3.3. This result is already known (see [D-K2]) but 
our proof avoids considering the lattices of the order. 
When ~(2) = I(A) = 3 and n has FRT, not every order is Gorenstein. If 
there is a ring pullback (such as when the algebra A has central idem- 
potents # 0, 1 ), then Theorem 2.4 provides a characterization of the local 
Gorenstein orders. When there is only a module pullback structure, there 
is still a characterization (Theorem 3.5) although it’s slightly more cumber- 
some to apply. We do get some necessary conditions which are useful for 
describing local Gorenstein orders. 
We use the results in [H2] which describe in detail the pullback 
structures of local orders having FRT and the tame uniform property. 
We begin by classifying those local Gorenstein orders with FRT such 
that p,,(J) = 1(A) = 2. The first lemma is on the isomorphisms of pullbacks. 
As always, /1 is a local R-order in a separable K-algebra A and R is 
complete. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let ii be hereditary and for i= 1,2, let Ci, Di, Hi, and Lj 
be un{form (so uniserial) A-lattices. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) pbk(C, + X++- C,)Epbk(D, -++ Y ++ D2) where 
Hi = ker( C, -++ X) and Li = ker(Dj -++ Y). 
(2) There are A-isomorphisms cpi: Hi + L, and l(X) = l(Y). 
(3) There are A-isomorphisms cpi: Cj + Dj and l(X) = I( Y). 
(4) There are A?-isomorphisms cp,: Ci+ Di such that cp,(H,) = q,(L). 
Proof. (2) e (3), (3)~ (4). Since ii is hereditary, every uniform 
lattice is uniserial and so these implications easily follow. 
(2)= (3). If cpi: Hi-+ L, are A-isomorphisms, then tensoring by K 
and restricting to Ci yields a map cpi: C, -+ cp,(C,) c L,@ K. But cp,(C,) + Di 
is also a uniform A-lattice containing both cp,(C,) and Di. Since the 
uniform J-lattices are uniserial and since I( cp, (C,)/L,) = I( D,/L,), then 
c~i(Cr)=Di. 
( 1) * (2). Since 
pbk(C, -++ X++- C,)~pbk(D, + Y + D,), 
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then there exist ;i-isomorphisms cp,, (p2, and CI making the following 
diagram commute: 
DI - Y cc-D*. 
(*) 
This ensures that (2) holds. 
(4) =j (1). We wish to find ;i-isomorphisms cp 1, cpz, and CI making the 
diagram (*) commute. Let Cp,: X + Y be the induced map from ‘pi. Now 
because Hi= cp,:’ (Lj), then the map Ci --t) X can be factored as the 
composition of maps 
where U; is a unit of End(X). Set tl= Cp, in (*). Now because D, is tame 
with End(D,) =: 9 maximal, then End(Y) is a homomorphic image of 9. 
As a result, the map Cp;‘o u20(p, lifts to a unit of 58, say BE End(D,) 
making the following diagram commute: 
Replacing (p2 by ‘p2 08, we see that the diagram (*) commutes and (1) 
holds as desired. 1 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose /1, = pbk(X, ++ V +-+ X2) and ,,A = 
pbk(XI -++ Y - X2) is a local R-order such that ;1’ is hereditary, ;i2 = 
X, 0 X2, and ;I,? = Xl 0 X2. Set H, = ker(X, --H V). Then A is Gorenstein if 
andonly ifH:OH:~X,@X2 andI,(V)=Z,(~). 
ProojI By an application of Theorem 1.3, 
(/I,,)* =pbk(H: --H V” - H;), 
where H, = ker(X, ++ V) and VE= Ext,( V, R). Now Vr V” as R-modules 
and so they have the same &composition length (even though V is a right 
n-module and VE is a left n-module). The result now follows from 
Lemma 3.1, provided HT @ Hf z XI @ X2 is equivalent to the existence 
;i-isomorphisms cpi: HI -+ Xi (renumbering if necessary). But this is true by 
the Krull-Schmidt theorem since R is complete. m 
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We’re now able to show that every local order with FRT such that 
p,, (2) = I(A ) = 2 is Gorenstein. 
3.3. COROLLARY. Suppose that A has FRT and I(A) = 2 = pLn (ii). Then 
A is Gorenstein and, in fact, Bass. 
Prooj By [H2], we can write /i, =pbk(X, --H I/++- X,) and 
n/i = pbk(%‘i -++ V ++ S$) where Xi and Xi are tame uniform d-modules. 
Furthermore, if H, = ker(X, ++ V) then /(X,/H, ) = QXJH,) and so 
H, OH, is a 2-sided ideal of 1 and is isomorphic to 2. Hence H,* @ HT 
is isomorphic to X1 @Z&. By the Theorem 3.2, ,4 is Gorenstein. Now every 
larger order (containing ,4) is either local or is hereditary. In both of those 
cases, the larger orders are Gorenstein. Hence, n is Bass. 1 
In order to find the local Gorenstein orders having FRT and the tame 
uniform property, the only case left to consider is when the local FRT 
order has p,,,(J) = I(A) = 3. If the algebra A has central idempotents, then 
n has a pullback structure as a ring and, subsequently, Corollary 2.4 
applies. Thus, we’re left to consider the case when the algebra A is a full 
matrix ring over a skew field. 
At this point, we need to recall some notation from [H2]. We shall 
assume that the order J? is always hereditary and f(A) = 3. 
3.4. Notation. Write ;i,- = 2, = X, Q X2 0 X3 and ;iZ? = X, 0 X, 0 X3 
where the X, are (tame) uniform right A-lattices and the ?Zj are (tame) 
uniform left /l-lattices. 
For n n, we’ll assume the following notation holds. 
(1) A,, = pbk(G + V ++ X,) where 
G = pbk(X, --H W ct X,), 
H = ker(G ++ V) and H, = ker(X, -++ V). 
The notation XE will denote Ext,JX, R) whenever X is Artinian and 
uniserial. By an application of Theorem 1.3, we have 
(2) (A,,)* = pbk(H* --tf VE ft Hz) where 
G* = ker(H* --++ V”), 
X,* = ker(H: ++ V”). 
From [H2], X,, X2, and X, are all the uniform left n-lattices up to 
isomorphism and since H: is a uniform left n-lattice, after renumbering, 
we assume Hz z X3. As a result, we’ll fix the following notation for ./i: 
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(3) ,,A = pbk(9 --H Y ++ X3) where 
9 = pbk(X, --++ YT ft X2), 
A!‘= ker(9 -++ V) and Z3 = ker(X+ V). 
3.5. THEOREM. With the notation from 3.4, A is Gorenstein if and only if 
there exists a A-isomorphism cp: H* + 9 such that (G*) cp = 2. 
Proof: ( = ) By hypothesis, (A,)* E ,,A and so there are isomor- 
phisms a, fi, and y making the following diagram commute: 
Clearly, (H*)a = Y such that (G*)a = A?. 
( F ) Let cp: H* ++ B be a A-isomorphism such that (G*)cp = %. 
Consequently, 
From Notation 3.4, H: z X3 so let $: HT ++ X3. Now since I( V) = l(Y) 
then 
Since the submodules of X, are linearly ordered, (X:)$ = %“. 
Let Cp: VE ++ V be the induced map from cp. Similarly, define 
+: VE -++ V. We now have the diagram 
Now IT can be replaced by the composition of maps 
3-J H3*-L+f&---L 9/F V” 7E “V) 
481032!2-I, 
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where u is a unit in End( V”). The composition of maps 
defines a unit V in End(V) which is a ring homomorphic image of End(!&). 
But End(&) is a maximal order in a division ring and so the unit 
V E End(Y) lifts to a unit u E End(X,). If pr denotes the map from !& onto 
3Y3 as right multiplication by u, then setting y = 9 0 p, (these maps act on 
the right), we get the commutative diagram 
Hence, A* 2 A and so .4 is Gorenstein. 1 
A consequence of the above theorem is that if H is decomposable, then 
the order n cannot be Gorenstein. 
3.6. COROLLARY. Assume the notation of 3.4. If A is Gorenstein, then H 
is indecomposable; that is, 
H=pbk(H, -+, Z cc H,) with Hi c Xi and Z # 0. 
Proof. Since n is Gorenstein, then there is a /i-isomorphism from H* 
onto 9. If H = H, OH,, then H* = HT @Hz which cannot be isomorphic 
to 9 since 553 is a homomorphic image of A, a local ring. If H is uniform, 
say H = H, c X, , then H* = H: z ?9. But 3 is a subdirect sum of 3, @ 3, 
so this too is a contradiction. Hence, H= pbk(H, +-+ Z ++ H,) with 
H, c X, and Z # 0 as desired. 1 
We close this section by pointing out another necessary condition for the 
Gorenstein property. Historically, it’s been known for sometime (see [B]) 
from examples in algebraic geometry that Gorenstein rings R were 
precisely those rings such that 2. /(R/C) = Q&C), where i? is the integral 
closure of R and C is the conductor of fi into R. The last result shows this 
also holds in this more general setting under suitable hypotheses. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. Suppose A is a local Gorenstein order with FRT and 
the tame uniform property. Assume that A has a central idempotent so that 
.A has a ring pullback structure. Then if C denotes the conductor of 2 into 
A (i.e., the largest 2-sided ideal of 2 in A), then 2 . I(AlC) = l(A/C). 
Proof. Since A has FRT and A has a central idempotent, write 
;i = 2, @ 9? where 9 is a maximal order in a division ring and ii I is 
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hereditary. Consequently, (J~).J = X, OX, and ~(2,) = %, OX, where Xi 
and Ei are tame uniform uniserial right (respectively, left) A-lattices. Now 
write /i = pbk(/l, --H V cc 9) where /ir = pbk(X, --H U +t X,) and 
U = /i/rad /i. See [H2] for details. The conductor C decomposes as 
C= C, @L where C, is a 2-sided ideal of both 1, and A, and L is a 
2-sided ideal of 9. Further, as a right module, C, = H, 0 Hz where the Hi 
are uniform modules in X,. 
Since n is Gorenstein, then H=: ker(,4, -++ V) z/i, by Corollary 2.5 
and since V is uniserial, then from [H2], H = pbk( Y, + U cc Z,) where 
Y, is the unique maximal submodule of X, and Z, c X,. Again from [H2], 
it is easy to check that l(A,/H)= /(X,/Z,) =I( V). Furthermore, H, = 
ker(Y, -++ U), H,= ker(Z, + U) so that l(H/C,)=l(H/H, @ Hz)= 1. 
Thus, we have 
On the other hand, 
Hence, 2 .1(,4/C) = I( A/C). 1 
4. BILINEAR FORMS AND LOCAL GORENSTEIN ORDERS 
We recall that a Frobenius algebra A over a field K is one such that 
A*k=: Hom,(A, K) is isomorphic to A. This is equivalent to having a 
nondegenerate associative bilinear form /I: A x A + K. The Frobenius 
algebra is symmetric if the bilinear form is symmetric as well. Furthermore, 
every semisimple K-algebra is symmetric. Apparently, there is some 
similarity between Frobenius (symmetric) algebras and local Gorenstein 
orders. In this section, we explore that connection. 
Throughout this section LI denotes a local R-order inside a separable 
K-algebra A. 
4.1. PROPOSITION (1) A is a symmetric K-algebra. 
(2) A*kZA where A *k = Hom,(A, K); in fact, A*k = Au = VA where 
v~A*~andav=vaforalla~A. 
(3) A* = Hom,(n, R) embeds in A*k. 
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Proof (1) This is proven in [C-Rl, 9.81. 
(2) Let b: A x A + K be the symmetric associative nondegenerate 
bilinear form that exists since A is K-symmetric. Define cp: AA -++ (A,)*k 
as q(b)(a)=: j(a, b) so (A,)*k= Au where u=cp(l)=p(-, 1). It is easy to 
check that cp is a left A-isomorphism. But cp is also a right A-isomorphism 
since 
cp(ab)(x) = B(x, ab) = B(ab, x) 
= fl(u, bx) = fl(bx, a) = cp(u)(bx). 
Hence, A*k=Ao=oA. 
To check that vu = au for all UE A, note that au(x) =: q(l)(x) = 
q(u)(x) = p(x, a) = /?(a, x) = j?(l, ax) = fl(ux, 1) = cp(l)(ux) = u(ux) =: 
vu(x). 
(3) Since A* = Hom,(A, R) then K@, A* E A*k. 1 
Following the terminology of Land [L], we recall the following delini- 
tion of a nonsingular form. 
4.2. DEFINITION. Let /I: A x A --f R be a bilinear, associative form. Then 
/I is nonsinguhzr on the right provided the left A-homomorphism 
cp: .A --+ (A,,,)* defined as q(b)(u) =: /?(a, b) is an isomorphism. Similarly, 
fl is nonsingulur on the left provided the right A-homomorphism 
r: A,, + (,A)* defined as r(u)(b) =: /?(a, b) is an isomorphism. Finally, p is 
nonsingular provided it is both nonsingular on the right and nonsingular on 
the left. 
4.3. Remark. A nonsingular (respectively, on the right, on the left) 
form /I is always nondegenerate (respectively, on the right, on the left). 
For if b is nonsingular on the right, then q: ,,A -+ (A,,)* defined as 
q(b)(u) =: fl(u, b) is an isomorphism and so q(b)(A) = 0 only if b = 0. That 
is, 0(/i, b) = 0 only if b = 0 and hence /3 is nondegenerate on the right. 
Although clear from the definition, we’ll state the next lemma explicitly. 
4.4. LEMMA. There exists a A-isomorphism A A z (A,,)* tf and only if 
there exists a nonsingulur-on-the-right form b: A x A + R. Analogously, 
A,, z (,, A)* if and only if there exists a nonsingular-on-the-left form 
y:AxA+R. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let A be a local R-order. Then A is Gorenstein ifund 
only tf there exists a nonsingulur-on-the-right form /I: A x A + R and a 
nonsingulur-on-the-left form y: A x A -+ R. 
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Proof: A is Gorenstein if and only if ,,A z (A,,)* and A,, g (,,A)* and 
so the result holds by Lemma 4.4. 1 
4.6. COROLLARY. If fl: A x A + R is a nonsingular form, then A is 
Gorenstein. 
I don’t know if the converse of the above corollary is true; that is, 
if A is Gorenstein, then is it necessarily the case that there is a single 
nonsingular form /?? 
4.7. DEFINITION. Let A be a local R-order. Then A is a symmetric 
Gorenstein order provided there exists a symmetric, nonsingular form 
/?: A x A -+ R. 
4.8. Remark. Any symmetric nonsingular-on-the-right (respectively, 
on-the-left) form is a symmetric nonsingular form. To see this, let /I be a 
symmetric nonsingular-on-the-right form and let cp: A A -+ (A,,)* be the 
isomorphism defined as q(b)(a) =: /?(a, 6). Then p(ab)(x) = p(x, ab) = 
P(ab, x) = /?(a, bx) = /?(bx, a) = q(a)(bx) which shows that cp is both a left 
and right A-homomorphism. Since cp is one-to-one and onto, then A* is 
isomorphic to A as both a left and a right A-module and so /? is 
nonsingular. 
4.9. LEMMA. A is symmetric Gorenstein if and only if there exists a 
v~A*such thatv~.=,?vforaIl3.~AandA*=Av=vA. 
ProoJ ( * ) Let /l be the symmetric nonsingular form mapping A x A 
into R. Define cp: ,, A + (A,,)* via q(b)(a) = B(a, b) and note that cp is a left 
A-isomorphism. Write (An)* = Au where v = cp( 1) E (A,,)*. But cp is also 
a right A-isomorphism since cp(ab)(x) = fi(x, ab) = P(ab, x) = /3(a, bx) = 
/?(bx, a) = cp(a)(bx) and so we can write (,, A)* = VA as well 
Now it suffices to show that au = vu for all a E A. But au(x) = acp( l)(x) = 
q?(a)(x) = /?(x, a) = /qa, x) = /q 1, ax) = j?(ax, 1) = cp( l)(ax) = v(ax) = vu(x) 
so that au = vu. 
(6) Define B:AxA+R as /?(a,b)=av(b)=v(ba)=va(b)=v(ab). 
It follows that /3 is a symmetric nonsingular form. 1 
4.10. PROPOSITION. If the algebra A is commutative, then every local 
Gorenstein order in A is symmetric. 
ProoJ Since A is Gorenstein, let p be a nonsingular-on-the-right form 
mapping A x A into R. By associativity of B and commutativity of A, we 
have /?(A, T) =j?(l, Az)=p(l, zll) = fi(~, 2) for all 2, %E A. Hence fl is 
symmetric. 1 
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The following example demonstrates that there exist nonsymmetric local 
Gorenstein orders. 
4.11. EXAMPLE. Let R be a DVR with maximal ideal P = R .p = p . R, 
quotient field Q(R) = K, and residue field R/P = k. Set /i = [c %] + I. R. 
Then by Theorem 3.3, .4 is Gorenstein (in fact, Bass) such that 
A* = ‘4 . [P,’ $I] = [+$ -.;-I] A. 
Furthermore, a tedious but straightforward computation shows that 
there is no element w E /i* such that iw = wl for all 1 E /i. 
5. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we give some examples of local orders, demonstrating the 
use of the pullback structure for Gorenstein orders. 
5.1. Let G(p*) denote a cyclic group of order p* where p is a prime. 
Let R= Z(p) denote the integers localized at (p) and form the integral 
group ring n = RG(p*). It is well known that this local order is Gorenstein; 
we’ll find the pullback structure and show how it agrees with Corollary 2.5. 
Let t, be a primitive pth root of unity and let tPz denote a primitive p2 
root of unity. It is not difficult o see that /i is a sudirect sum of 
R@ R[t,] @ R[<,2] which sits inside the separable algebra A = Q@ 
QCt,l 0 QCtp21. In fact, 
/t = pbk(Z- + I/ ec R[&,*]), 
where 
and 
v= R[CP21 
P . RCt,21 
Z=pbk R-++R[&j] . 
> 
If H = ket(f ++ V), then a quick computation shows that H = p. Z and so 
H=pbk(p.R + (Z/p.Z) ++ p.R[t,])g’T. In addition, TzRG(p), the 
integral group ring for a cyclic group of order p and so Z is Gorenstein. 
Hence Hr Z and Z is Gorenstein so by Corollary 2.5, n itself is 
Gorenstein. 
5.2. Any local order with FRT and f(A) = pin (A) = 2 is Gorenstein 
by Theorem 3.3. For example, the dyad n = [z g] + I. 9 is Gorenstein 
where 9 is (the) maximal order in a division ring D. 
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5.3. If ,4 is the triad with FRT (see [HI] or [H2] for the 
definition), then A is not Gorenstein. This is proven in [HI] but can 
also be seen from Corollary 4.6. Write A, = pbk(r ++ (A/rad A) +- A’,) 
where r= pbk(Xi --H (&ad A) fc X,). Then H= ker(r++ (A/rad A)) = 
Y, @ Y, where Yi is the maximal submodule of Xi. Since H decomposes, 
then A is not Gorenstein. 
5.4. The special quasi-triads as defined in [H-L] are Gorenstein 
by Corollary 2.4. 
5.5. Let 9 be the unique maximal order inside a division ring D 
and let A = M,(D). Let 9 = 7~. 9 = 9. rc be the maximal ideal of 9 and let 
I be the identity matrix in A. Define 
Then using the conditions (a) through (c) in the beginning of Section 4 (or 
see [H2]), it is straightforward to check that A has FRT. But it is not 
Gorenstein by Corollary 3.6. 
The next example gives a nontrivial Gorenstein order in a 3 x 3 matrix 
ring over a skew field. 
5.6. Let R be a complete DVR with maximal ideal P = pR = Rp, 
quotient field K and residue field k. Set A = M,(K), 
R R R 
;i= P R R , [ 1 P P R 
and 
Note that T is a triad (as defined in [H2]) with FRT and F= 2. It is easy 
to check that 
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so define 
A=I.R+ 
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a local R-order in A with FRT. 
If X, = (R R R), X, = (P R R), and X, = (P P R), then 
where 
A = pbk(G + I/ + X,), 
Furthermore, 
G=pbk(X, --tf k ct X,) 
=[; ; ;I+[:, ; ;].R. 
and (P' P P) = H, = ker(X, -++ V). Note that 
G*=[i yli[; +'=+' -+]=hy, 
L*=['l Y]I[; r,].p-LA.[p;~ iJ=A.x. 
H; = (p-' pm-' Pp')T~(R P P)', 
and 
Jy-,* = (P-1 p-1 R)T~(R R P)' 
(here ’ denotes transpose). Set X3 = (R P P)' and write 
where 
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Note 
PR 10 
9=ker(%+V)= P P I[ + 0 1 I [ 1 .R=A. 0 0 PP 00 0 1 0 1 
and X3 = ker(X, -W ^Y-) = (P P P*)‘. Define cp: H* --tf F? as right multi- 
plication by the element [g Op] and observe that cp(G*) = 9. Similarly, 
define +: HT ++ X3 as right multiplication by p* and note that tj(Xz) = 
(P P P*)== X3. By Theorem 3.5, n is Gorenstein. 
5.7. Let R, P, K, and k be as above. Let il, = [c g] + 1. R and let 
H, = [; A] .A, = A,. [; A] = [ 
V=A,/H,E{[; -;I} h 
p4 ;] + [z A] . R. It is easy to check that 
w ere x and y belong to k; i.e., V is a commutative, 
Artinian valuation ring of length 2. Such a ring, by a theorem of Hunger- 
ford [H], is a homomorphic image of some principal ideal domain. A 
suitable localization of this PID yields the necessary discrete valuation ring 
A, mapping onto V so form 
Note that H, r /i , so by Corollary 2.5, /1 is Gorenstein. 
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